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Refer to Trackhead Master Plan

Creek corridor (Crown land)

Bulga Stock Reserve boundary

PUTTY RD

Alternative alignment to connect to proposed loop nature walk -
more gentle but longer all-abilities accessible route, but likely to
be more susceptible to flood damage and more visible from loop
nature walk (and greater risk of shortcutting).

Proposed landscaped/lawn park (trackhead) area - see separate
masterplan.

Proposed paved path in landscaped/lawn park (trackhead) area.

Alignment for potential future all-abilities accessible
trackhead/entry (maximum 4° slope with landings every 9m) - as
shared path (will require earthworks to stabilise existing bank of
mixed/unconsolidated fill and provide flood protection) and
fenced on downslope side if required.

Short term trackhead/entry - for walkers only, via stairs over
existing bank of mixed/unconsolidated fill (8° slope). (Photo A)

Bush regeneration, weed control, revegetation and soil
stabilisation area to enhance track setting (and user experience)
and screen from road.   (Photo F)

Low-level boardwalk over minor ephemeral drainage gutter and
ponding area (on northside of Casuarinas), timber or fiberglass
reinforced polymer, approx. 20m.  Clear existing weeds and
replant/revegetate with native species.  (Photo B)

Trail crosses high point of informal vehicle track, reinforce trail
surface to accommodate vehicle traffic (if required) or close
vehicle track and rehabilitate

Bush regeneration, weed control, revegetation and soil
stabilisation area.  Reinforce and extend existing patch of
Tea-tree, to enhance track setting (and user experience) and
screen from road.

Section of concrete trail or floodway (or low-level boardwalk -
timber or fiberglass reinforced polymer) over minor sandy
drainage gutter, approx. 10m.  (Photo C)

Bush regeneration, weed control, and revegetation area to
enhance track setting (and user experience) and screen from
road.  (Photo E)

Align trail away from (south, and south-east, of) incised outflow
section of ephemeral creekline

Concrete at-grade floodway across ephemeral creekline, approx.
28-30m (including adjacent creekbanks and overflow areas).
Replace with boardwalk (timber or fiberglass reinforced polymer)
to provide a more reliably passable crossing (and better
all-abilities access) when user numbers increase.  (Photo D)

Platform table, or seat, near large Casuarina (at foot of sandy
levee slope).

Proposed loop nature walk in Bulga Stock Reserve.

Connection with proposed loop nature walk - from large
Casuarina to junction.  Shorter steeper climb (20-25m at 4°
slope) but likely to be less susceptible to flood damage and
shorter (side-slope armouring may be required in sandy
substrate).  Waymarking and orientation sign at junction.

Trail Standard:  Compacted gravel path with edging
(e.g. hardwood or recycled plastic boards) to retain
track formation in prevailing sandy substrate.  Periodic
(reassurance) waymarking.  Initial width 1.2m, with
potential to widen to 2.4m, and sealed if required, for
shared use and all-abilities access if use/demand
warrants.
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A Short term alignment via stairs B Low-level boardwalk C Concrete trail or low-level boardwalk D Concrete at-grade floodway E Bush regeneration

Compacted gravel path (2.4m wide)Compacted gravel path (1.2m wide)

F Bush regeneration

ephemeral creek line
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